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*1theut 6sfrmlty or shortening, and s*e regined a good
uiS of the limb.

133A3E.5. May not this old woman's rapid recovey be
attribued to the treatment employed? Had she been sub-
ected to the ordinary treatment by the double inclined

or the'long splint, how much trouble and inconveni-
ence would the incontinence of urine have given rise to,
beides the almost certainty of bed-sores from lying con-
stantly in one position?
CASE X. M. A. Girling, aged 7 years, was placed under

treatment for fracture by direct violence of the ;ight thigh
bone at the middle of the shaft, on the 21st February 1854.
The apparatus was applied precisely the same as for an
adult. In some cases, however, the millboard employed
should not be of the same thickness, that it may be more
conveniently fashioned to the size and shape required.
During the first two days, while the apparatus is becoming
dry, it is advisable with children to attach a wooden splint
outside, to reach from the axilla to the foot, because from
their restlessness the limb might bend at the seat of frac-
ture, and so produce deformity; it serves also to fix com-
pletely the hip-joint. When the apparatus has dried, it is
sufficiently strong of itself to act as a splint; while from
the equal pressure it exerts, it effectually controls muscular
action, and so prevents displacement of the fragments and
shortening of the limb.
When the long splint was removed from this little pa-

tient, the apparatus was cut open, and a thick fold of lint
having been laid over the upper fragment, it was reclosed
by bandaging, and worn without further interference for
the next three weeks-she being dressed daily, and allowed
to move about on the bed or couch as much as she chose;
that portion of the apparatus from the knee downwards
was then removed, the part upon the thigh and hip only
being retained, but not so firmly applied, that she might
begin to regain the use of the limb.
She was discharged on the 17th March, having been

under treatment twenty-seven days; the bone had then
perfectly united without shortening, and she was fast ob-
taing her former gait.

CASE XI. Emily Parsonage, aged 3 years, was admitted
on January 20th, 1854. A ladder fell upon her, causing
concussion of the brain and fracture of the middle third of
the right femur. It was some time before consciousness
returned. The same method of treatment was pursued as
in the former case. She had regained full use of the limb
in a month without shortening or deformity.

CASE XiI. Henry Tyerbuck, aged 6i years, met with
fracture of his left thigh bone on August 6th, 1853, and
was under treatment, until September 16th, seven weeks;
he was of a very delicate constitution; and although with-
out much danger the apparatus might have been removed
sooner than it was, yet as the injury had occurred almost
spontaneously, it was thought prudent to treat it constitu-
tionally as well as locally. On one occasion, while showing
this boy to the surgeon at his visit, as a case successfully
treated by the modern method, he observed to my chagrin
that the injured limb was shorter than the sound one. The
boy was lying full length upon his back, and stretched out
the sound limb, while he had no power over the injured
one with the apparatus on. In this position, I made mea-
surements of the legs, and found shortening to half an inch
in the left-the respective points being the anterior-infe-
rior spinous process of the ilium and the malleoli on each
side. Upon raising the boy into a sitting posture, this
apparent shortening no longer existed; both limbs were of
the same length.

CAsE XIII. Ellen Wilson, aged 6 years, broke her thigh
at the junction of the middle aud upper thirds trans-
verely; she was runiing and slipped down upon the pave-
ment. She was brought to the hospital on April 27th, and
was immediately placed under the treatment adopted in
the foregoing cases, and was discharged on the 20th May
1854, having been a patient twenty-tEre days. The frac-
ture had unitd, and she had acquired tolerable use of the
limb.

CASE XIV. Barth Ann ied, aged 8 years, was brought
to the hospital on the 5th May 184, having uN ined
fracture of the middle third of the left femur. She wore
the apparatus for three weeks, and was discharged from the
hospital five days afterwards. In this case, as the amount
of swelling was trivial, the appartus was not disturbed
from the time it was put on until it was finally removed.
The treatment was perfectly successful, reqtiiring less atten-
tion or time than any other method I know of. I have
now tried it upon many children from the age of 16 months
upwards, and never had a single failure: the worst result
being a temporary lameness, protracted in some instances,
but never lasting beyond three months. Stiffness of the
knee or ankle-joint, common amongst adults for a time
after injuries of the lower limbs, requiring them to be kept
rigidly in one posture, I have observed to be rarely present
with children after fractures.

[To be continued.]
Birmingham, June 1855.

THE SOUND OF THE BRUIT DE POT IFLA'
AND ITS MODIFICATIONS, AS OCCURRING
MORE PARTICULARLY IN THE CHRONIC
BRONCHITIS OF CHILDREN.
By JOHN COCKLE, M.D., L.R.C.P., Physician to the City

Dispensary, etc., etc.

THE peculiar but easily recognised sound of the brucit de pot
fl1 appears to have eluded the patient search of Auen-
brugger; at least, there does not appear in the Novzum I4-
ventum any passage which would bear the construction of
familiarity with it. Nor was his great and impartial com-
mentator, Corvisart, more successful. This non-acquaintance
with the sound, however, may have resulted, not so much
from the method of percussion employed by these early in-
vestigators, as from an inexperience of the conditions upon
which it depends. Perhaps, in point of priority of claim,
though disavowed by him, Laennec may be mentioned as
the person to whom modern science stands indebted for the
first description of the phenomenon. In his work upon
Auscultation, as also in an article in the Revu?e A.dicale for
the year 1824, he pointed out the peculiarity of the sound,
and regarded it as specially characterising tuberculous ex-
cavation of the lung. In this view, he has been supported
by the greater number of systematic writers upon the sub-
ject almost to the present time.

Contemporaneously, or nearly so, with the discovery of
Laennec, Husson and Martinet indicated the existence of a
peculiar " tintement mUtallique" upon percussing the upper
part of the chest of a phthisical subject. At a later period
in the history of percussion, Raciborski announced a fact
interestig in a physiological rather than in a patho-
logical point of view-that a quasi cracked metal sound
might be occasionally elicited by percussing the thorax
of children during the act of crying, and even of thin-
chested persons during expiration. The occurrence of
percussion metallic resonance under these last named
circumstances has still more recently attracted the atten-
tion of Professor Wintrich of Erlangen, who has given
the subject a yet greater extension. Dr. Stokes, restricting
his observations to the department of special pathology,
admits the occurrence of a metallic resonance, resembling
the sound of the bruit de pot fil6, in the effusion stage of
bronchitis in children; and considers the subject worthy of
greater attention in this particular than has hitherto been
bestowed upon it. Dr. Walshe also regards the sound as a
frequent one in infantile bronchitic disease. My own ob-
servations confirm the opinion of these distinguished physi-
cians, that the sound has no necessary restriction to the
excavation stage of phthisis. I further believe, however,
that it i frequntly developed with remarkable intensity in
the chronic broncitis of children, both in its dry ad
secretive stages, and under circumstances where.there dos
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not exi the dightest ground for suspecting tuberculous
ompication.

It may be necessary to state that, when investigating
this phenomenon, the more ordinary sources of error should
be remembered and avoided: for example, the imperfect
adaptation of the percussing medium; the proximity of
some metallic substance in which vibrations might be
simultaneously excited by the percussing stroke, as first
pointed out by Andral; or the contiguity of a distended
stomach (Piorry) ; but the last source of error is
easily avoided by observing the ordinary site of the pul-
monary metallic sound. For the perfect development of
the sound, the finger should be used as a plessimeter. The
ivory disk rarely elicits the metallic tone, possibly from the
force of the percussing stroke being diffused over a larger
extent of surface.
The following histories of cases, in which this phenomenon

was audible, occurring within the last few months, are de-
rived from reports in the case-book of the City Dispensary.

CASE I. Thomas Hudson, aged 10, admitted May 10th,
1855, was considered by his parents to be a healthy child,
with the exception of suffering from winter cough. For
the last nine months, he had suffered under chronic bron-
chitis, evidenced by wheezing, rdle sonore at the superior
part of the left side of the chest, and sibilant and sonorous
riles at both bases. When first examined, respiration was
somewhat weak at the upper part of the right lurg, pro-
bably from partial obturation of the bronchial tube, either
by some viscid mucus or tumid membrane. The percussion
sound was normal over the site where the respiration
seemed weak. Upon percussion, the sound was clear gener-
ally; but the bruit depot fele was elicited over both infra-
clavicular regions; it was well marked upon the right side,
but less so upon the left. The sound ceased somewhat ab-
ruptly at the mammary region, and was altogether absent
posteriorly.
May 1 th. The sound was still present upon both sides.
May 20th. The sound was still heard.
June 5th. It was audible only upon the left side.
June 12th. The sound was remarkably distinct upon

both sides, extending upon the right to one inch below the
nipple. The phenomenon was so marked as forcibly to re-
mind one of the jingling of coins together. A ra'le sonore
was audible extensively over the chest.

CASE II. John Barker, aged 4, was admitted April 16th.
He had had two or three attacks of bronchitis, which had
left his breathing habitually short. His father was asth-
matic. There was no evidence of phthisis; but, upon in-
spection of the chest, a singular heteromorphism was ob-
served. The lower sternal region presented a remarkable
conical projection, resembling an ancient buckler in shape.
It was difficult to determine whether this peculiarity was
physiological or otherwise: the child's mother thought she
had only noticed it these last two years. Upon percussion, a
well-marked sound of bruit depot filg was detected on both
infraclavicular regious. There was slight obscurity of
sound under the right clavicle. Vocal fremitus was more
marked upon the right than the left side. Under the right
clavicle, respiration was somewhat weak. A slight rdle
sonore was heard tinder the left clavicle.
May 29th. The sound was still audible upon both sides.
June 5th. The sound upon both sides was more distinct

than heretofore.
June 12th. It was well developed upon both sides.
CASE iII. Thomas Mitchell, aged 15, admitted March

bth, a stout healthy-looking boy, had been suffering for
these last two months from chronic catarrh, attended by
wheezing respiration and sibilant and sonorous riles over
the lungs generally. Upon percussion over the right infra-
clavicular region, a well-marked sound of bruit de pot
fElt was detece.

March 14th. The cracked metal sound was entirely gone;
a faint tintement mEtaUi7u being alone audible. Slight
rdk norc and rough respiration were heard over a consi-
derable portion of the lungs. His general symptoms were
much improved.

Mach 24th. He. was still improwing in helth; all trace
of metallic sound was absent.
March 28th. The metallic sound was gone. He con-

sidered himself nearly well.
June 14th. The faintest tinteme2nt only.was audible.
CAsE iv. Richard Redmond, aged 11, was admitted

May 7th. He was a healthly-looking boy, but had been
subject to winter cough for some years. He had now
been suffering for four months from chronic bronchitis.
Nearly all varieties of rAle were present over both lungL
The tubes contained a considerable quantity of fluid. Upon
percussion, an exceedingly characteristie sound of the bruit
de pot feli was elicited over both infraclavicular regions.
Not the slightest trace of metallic resonance existed poste-
riorly.
May 14th. The bruit was only audible upon the left

side.
May 21st. The sound was well marked upon both sides.
May 28th. The same condition existed.
June 12th. There was well-marked tintement nmiaclique

upon both sides.
CASE V. Catherine Redmond, aged 10, was admitted

May 3rd. She was a sister of the boy whose case was last
described. She was somewhat delicate in appearance, and
had been ill twelve months with chronic bronchitis. The
right side of her cheek, upon simple inspection, looked
contracted; but measurement gave the normal proportion.
The vocal fremitus was slight. The percussion sound over
both infraclavicular regions was tolerably clear, but deve-
loped a well-marked sound of bruit de potfAUi as far as the
mammary regions, where it abruptly ceased. Not a trace
could be detected posteriorly. Sonorous rile was audible
over the chest generally. She complained of pain in the
right mammary region. There did not exist the slightest
tendency to consumptive disease in her family.
May 7th. The sound was absent upon the right side,

but still marked upon the left.
May 10th. The sound was distinct upon the right side,

but absent upon the left.
May 14th. The cracked metal sound was gone, but

slight tintement metallique was audible.
Mlay 21st. The tinteenent metaligque was heard only

upon the left side.
May 24th. All trace of the sound was absent.
May 28th. The sound was well marked upon the right

side, but absent upon the left.
June 7th. There was tintement under both clavicles.
This girl belonged to a charity school, and wore thp

metal badge upon her dress. Upon the first examination,
although her dress was partly removed, yet so strikingly
was the cracked metal sound developed upon percussion,
that it seemed difficult to believe otherwise thani that the
metal must have had vibrations excited in it by the act of
percussion. To guard against this possible source of fal-
lacy, the metal badge was entirely removed; but the sound
remained as distinct as ever.

REMAnRKS. The above cases present many features in
common: indeed, upon reflection, this would be perceived
almost of necessity to occur, inasmuch as they consist but
of the repetition of the familiar cohort of symptoms inci-
dental to chronic bronchitis, and dependent upon tumid
membrane and dilated tubes, more or less filled at times
with viscid secretion. From their consideration, the fol-
lowing conclusions appear to be legitimately inferrible.

1. The sound of the bruit de potfAli frequently occurs in
children suffering under chronic bronchitis, both in the d-y
and secretive forms.

2. It occurs over a considerable extent, being frequently
audible in both infraclavicular regions.

3. It is evanescent in character, and passes, in a com-
paratively short period, through all possible modifications
of the metallic sound-from the most clearly defined
cracked metal sound to the faintest tintement.

4. The sound pitch is usually somewhat higher in the
bronchitis of children than in the cavern of adults.

6. It is generally limited to the infraclavicular regonu,
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_n*~in.ewAijg thwes limits, and never adible over
lb posterior surface of the chest.
wTae, it appea to me, two fundamental facts which

l as it were at the foundation of any attempt to unravel
th mechanism of the bruni de pot fdle. The first of these is
the pzeral limitation of the sound to the antero-superior
prton of the chest: at least, I have never hitherto sUC-
*oded in detecting even the faintest tindtement during the
pecusion of the posterior region of the thorax; and, se-
wondly, the immediate cessation of the sound upon the
elosure of the mouth and nares of the living subject
(Walshe), or the ligation of the trachea of the dead subject
-a fact long ago pointed out by Miguel, during some ex-
periments performed conjoiutly with Piorry. We are thus
as it were compelled, in any explanation of the sounLd in
question, to include the elastic (bony and cartilaginous)
structures of the anterior chest wall, aind the unimpeded
passage of the column of air displaced by the act of per-
cussion throuigh the glottis, as among the actual necessary
conditions of its occurrence.
The elements, then, for the production of metallic sound

would appear to be comlplex in their natuirc. Uponi forcible
percussion of the easily depressible and elastic anterior
chest wall, corresponding to the part w-here the lulng is
least in point of bulk, the column of air containied within
the underlying, dilated, and congested bronchi, is sutldenly
displaced. The sonorous vitbrationls therein excited mingle
with those originated in the solid walls of the thorax
and bronchi. These united sound waves become modified
in their passage through the glottis, and again by re
verberation from the irregular structures of the hard and
soft palate.

107 Guildfort Street, Isussell Sqluare, Jtiiie 1E5.

BIBLIOGRPICAL NOTICES.

ELEMENTS OF PSYCHOLOGrcALn EDIc-YE: being an Intro-
duction to the Practical Study of Insanity. By DANIEL
NOBLE, M.D., Visiting Physician to the Clifton Hall
Retreat; Lecturer on Psychological Medicine at the
Chatham Street School of Medicine; etc. Second
edition, pp. 356. London: 1855.

TEaz first edition of Dr. NOBLE'S Elements of Poychological
.Medicine was published about tvo years ago, in the form of
Lectures. In the present edition, this form is withdrawn,
and the book appears as a systematic treatise. The amount
of matter is doubled; and the former materials have been
subjected to most careful revision. The work, as it now
appears, is one of the most valuable works on Psychological
Medicine in any language. It is well written, highly phi-
losophical, and eminently practical.
As we noticed the first edition at some length in this

JOURNAL (April 7th, 1854, p. 312), it will not now be
necessary to examine the work in detail. We shall there-
fore merely point out the principal additions and altera-
tions.

In the first place, we notice that the author has modified
his definition of insanity. In his first edition, he stated
ianity to consist in "c chronic disorder of the brain, in-
dcwing perversion of ideas prejudicial to or destructive of
Me freceom of the will": the definition now given is, that
in ity consists in " a physical disorder of the brain, per-
rting thought or feeling, to the destruction or impairment

of moral liberty".
Dr. Noble thus explains his definition:-
" I have said, disorder of the brain that is opyrexial, to dis-

tinguish it from the delirium of inflammation, fever, and some
other morbid conditions attended with this kind of excitement:
I have qualified it as that sort ofdisorder which perverts thought
r feeling, in contradistinction to certain morbid states of the en-
sh n simple congestion, tuberculosis, ramollissement, and

some forms of bydrocephalus,in which there is sometimes no very
*bidousderangement either ofthe intelligence or the moral sensi.
bility: and I have stated another of its characteristics to be the
A&A or impairment of wrai liberty, or a notable diminu-

tion of that controlling power over self which belon to emy
soundly constituted person, since this last mentioned feture
separates insanity from those slighter perversions of the temper
and those diminished faculties of thinking which obtain in
disease very generally." (p. 11.)

For his former second chapter, on the Physiology of the
Brain and Nervous System, the author has substituted his
Lectures on the Correlation of Psychology and Physiology,
which were published last year in the AsSOCIATION JOURNAL.
The iem irks on the Pathology and on the Different

Forms of Insanity-Emotional, Notional, and Intelligential
-are usefully expanded.

In speaking of Notional Insanity, Dr. Noble takes occa-
sion to introduce a fewv sensible remarks on the modem
fashionable forms of quackery.
"it is a huiiliatinc circunstance-and sober-minded per.

sons are often puzzled and confounded at tlho fact-that able
alnd educated nmen can be foundl in our own days wlho profess a

belief in the preternatural phenomena of Mesumerismn, odylism,
and homoeopathy. It must be stupposed tlhat, in such circum-
stances conviction obtains possession of the miud by degrees;
and that imagination, gradtally gains the predominiance over
reason, in somrie suclh way as that wlichl Johlnsoii baa sketched
so graphically in his story of the Astronomer. What are we to

tlhinlk of the phenomenion whiclh is sometimes exhiibited by in-
structeI physicians, whlo, k1nowinlg very well that a grain of

stilplhuir or of chall mnay be takeni without producing sensible
efrects, yet believe, or tell us tle)y believe, that the decillionth of
a graiii-practically an impossible, anal phlilosophically an in.
conceivable, qttantity-will cuire disease?! And wlat explana-
tion is to l)e given of tle fa'ct, that men, well educated and com-

petent to tlhe or(linary duties of life, tell us every day thlat per-
sons in a pectuliar sleep can see withouit utsing their eyes, and
talk learnledly upon subjects whiclh they have never studied?
.Need refereniee be made to certain recent exhibitions, in which
tables obtained so melancholy a distinction? Is all this expe.
iience very Iar removed from the Astronomer in Rasselas!*
'Tre modern literature of Mesmerism, indeed, lhas bhought out
delusions substanitially the same as those of Jolhnson's oriental
sage. 31. Calhagnet, a French writer on Animal Magnetism,
has, in hiis own conceit, demonstrated experimentally, aiid in
the presence of witniesses, that he is a veritable ' cloud com-
peller', who, by the pure force of his magnetic will, can effect
changes in the atmospherern alking the rain to cease, and the
sky to disclose its azure! In sober earnestness, can we do
otherwise than regard such follies as constituting a species of
notional insanity."1 (pp. 1 59, 160.)

In the chapter on the Etiology of Insanity, we are glad
to find that Dr. Noble has given more notice to the influ-
ence of states of the blood in causing insanity than he did
in his former edition. On this subject, after referring to
the observations of Bichat, Crichton, Arnold, Andral, Lay-
cock, and Sheppard, he observes:
" As at this time a certain general consenlt obtains, that mor-

bid blood is at least one of the causes of insanity, the question
now arises: What constitutes the particular condition of the
circulating fluid that is productive of mental derangementt?
And, further: Do certain known substances, wlhen commingled
abnormally withl the blood, exert, by special election, a deter-
minate action upon the intellect and the emotions, so as to
cause insanity ? In reference to these inquiries, I apprehend the
acknowledgment must be made, that we have no information of a
precise and decisive character. But I think we may affirm this:
When the cerebral tissue partakes of that vice which predisposes
to insanity, anty serious deterioration of that fluid upon which
its functional activity depends, may give effect to the predispo-
sition. Numerous facts authorise the assertion, that unwonted
retention witbin the blood of the products of what Dr. Prout
has called the destructive assimilation, does very often precede
and accompany the invasion of mnental maladies. Carbonic
acid, urea, and the elements of bile, retained unduly in the

"I bave possessed," says the astronomer, " for five years the regulation
of the weather, anid the distribution of the seasons; the aun has listened to
my dictates, and passed from tropic to tropic by my direction: the clouds, at
my call, have poured their waters, and the Nile has overowed at my eom-
wand: I have restrained the rae of the dog.stAr. and mitigatd the fervours
of thie crab.... Not to be easily credited will neither nrrise nor offend me;
for I am probably the anrt of human beiegs to whom thi rus has bee im
parted.... If the task of a king be conidered as dlouht, who bsethe -
only ofa few millions, to whom he cannot do much good or ham, what mSs
be the anxiety of him on whom depends the ation of th eeIse* sm&*&
gret gifts of light and het." (p. 19.)-Johnsono' s " B ;v
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